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COVID-19: LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR VACCINE DISTRIBUTIONS AND MANDATES

Dana B. Taschner*
Ashley Atwood**

I. INTRODUCTION

Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, announced to the American people in March 2020, shortly after coronavirus cases emerged in the United States, “You’ve got to be realistic. And you’ve got to understand that you don’t make the timeline, the virus makes the timeline.”1 Since then, the American people began the anxious waiting process for a vaccine to battle against the dangerous SARS-CoV-2 virus. It is difficult to imagine that our modern healthcare system and prime status as a global leader are not enough to protect us from this virus. Yet, in under a year of the coronavirus making its appearance on the global stage, there were more than 8.5 million infections and 225,000 deaths in the United States.2

The fatality rates across the planet appear to be dropping for many months, but the Delta variant and opposition over vaccines have led to an all-time record of cases.3 Former U.S. Food and Drug Administration commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb opined that “for most people who get the Delta variant, it’s going to be the most serious virus they get in their lifetime in terms of risk of putting them in the hospital.”4 Scientists report that Delta variant viral loads are 1,260 times higher than those found in the earlier
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Covid pandemic wave. The Delta variant has, rightfully, sounded alarms as it leads a disastrous resurgence in global coronavirus cases and accounts for 83% of new cases nationwide. At the time of writing this article, the sobering numbers of global Covid cases have risen to a record of 200 million recorded cases and over four million deaths. Against this shocking number of lives lost, scientists suggest most people not vaccinated will face the highly contagious Delta variant. Only .8% of deaths in May resulted from vaccinated individuals, making the death toll all the more tragic, as the majority of these deaths would be almost entirely preventable. Likewise, statistics released in June of 2021 revealed 98% of deaths were among people not fully vaccinated, with a very high proportion of the deaths in at-risk segments of the population.

Alarmingly, the Delta variant is infecting and hospitalizing the younger population greater than before. Over the course of July, children made up 15.3% of all new cases in North Carolina. While many children are not old enough to get the vaccine, this points to the importance of herd immunity to keep children safe; if a greater number of adults were vaccinated, the Delta variant would not be able to spread at this scale and would not reach many populations. Scientists do not view the Delta variant and resurging deaths as a temporary blip.
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Policymakers are now of the same opinion. Mask mandates and COVID-19 vaccines have been treated as a political issue instead of a national health issue, causing Democrats and Republicans to have polarized stances on this topic. However, the deadly nature of the Delta variant and readily accessible vaccinations have led to a more unified political response. The escalating case numbers and deaths are continuing to permeate every nation across the planet. Every person alive is susceptible to COVID-19, with increased risk from the highly contagious Delta variant and at-risk populations more vulnerable than before. These issues have called to attention the possibility of mandatory vaccinations and other restrictions for unvaccinated individuals because of the fatality rate and efficacy of the vaccine itself.

This article seeks to outline a comprehensive synopsis of the legal and societal difficulties of the COVID-19 pandemic, with special attention drawn to implications of the Delta variant. In Part II, the impact of COVID-19 on the homeless population is discussed. In Part III, the vaccination distribution system is analyzed and explains the roles of various government organizations. Part IV focuses on legal complications surrounding mandatory vaccinations, vaccine passports, and the legal implications of continued regulations for unvaccinated individuals.

II. COVID-19 IMPACT ON THE HOMELESS POPULATION

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website has a list of people who are at increased risk of severe illness from coronavirus; among them are older adults and people with underlying medical conditions. These are people that have received countless strong warnings throughout the pandemic as being at a greater risk of serious illness from COVID-19. However, further down the list are groups that have received far
less attention in recent months, and most notably for this article, this includes people who are experiencing homelessness.

According to a 2019 point-in-time estimate, there are approximately 553,742 people in the United States experiencing homelessness on a given night.\(^{19}\) Not only is there great risk in unsheltered living, but now that the Delta variant has overtaken America, these vulnerable individuals are now in more danger than ever. Alarmingly, this massive population has been left out of vaccine distribution schemes in at least twenty states.\(^{20}\)

Nearly a full year after the first confirmed cases of coronavirus, the public still lacked access to a consistently reliable cure or vaccination. Even with such a remedy, medical professionals cautioned against the idea of a vaccine being the complete and immediate solution to the global pandemic.\(^{21}\) The director-general of the World Health Organization (WHO), Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, warned that “there’s no silver bullet at the moment [to stop the spread of coronavirus] and there might never be.”\(^{22}\) However, the main method that the world has been able to eliminate catastrophic diseases, such as polio and measles, is through vaccination.\(^{23}\) Although a vaccination may not be the 100% reliable solution to eradicate this virus, vaccines have been the safest and most cost-effective protection against disease and thus will be a powerful weapon in the fight against COVID-19.\(^{24}\)

In December 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued emergency use authorizations (EUAs) for the use of the Pfizer and
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Modern COVID-19 vaccines. However, the distribution of these vaccines for people experiencing homelessness is an important concern. As seen through the testing debacle in the early stages of the pandemic, the healthcare professionals and those experiencing symptoms who were in dire need of tests struggled for access while the rich, famous, and powerful appeared to have easier access to tests.

The Director of the CDC, Dr. Robert Redfield, has said that COVID-19 is the greatest public health crisis that has hit this nation in more than 100 years. On top of that, there is intense political infighting within the United States, reflected in the prominent Supreme Court case scheduled to be heard after the 2020 election regarding the potential overturn of the Affordable Care Act. Economically, it will not be feasible for all persons to access a COVID-19 vaccination, namely those who do not have high socioeconomic status or the technology necessary to make an appointment, a population that is only growing amidst economic struggles in the fallout of coronavirus. As such, however the pie is divided, some will go without. The homeless need to be considered in the distribution list because once the virus has infected this population, it will be extraordinarily difficult to control due to factors associated with unstable housing conditions.

In this section, the authors discuss the necessity to plan for the distribution of a vaccine with acknowledgment of the acute needs of those experiencing homelessness. There are long-standing health issues, both physically and mentally, that have been proven to impact the homeless population with a greater severity. Coronavirus has magnified these differences and elevated


the previously established at-risk homeless population into a group at high-risk of COVID-19. It is imperative that a unified front is demonstrated and the distribution of said vaccine is done with acknowledgment of moral and ethical obligations. The authors will argue that the overarching questions of the pandemic recovery process are (1) who receives the vaccine; and (2) who has the rights and responsibilities during a global health crisis.

A. Prompt and Affirmative Steps Toward Protecting Homeless in the Face of COVID-19

The “at-risk” populations from COVID-19—noted as being in need of enhanced protection—typically includes the elderly, those with pre-existing somatic health conditions, people in poverty, and people of color.30 Those who are still at-risk and are largely undiscussed are those who are marginalized by substance abuse, homelessness, and housing instability.31 The notion of invisible homelessness is most accurately explained as one who goes “unnoticed as a person without a home.”32

The most recent point-in-time (PIT) identified well over 500,000 homeless on a single night, but the National Coalition for the Homeless has pointed out that this number may be downplaying the true figures as the PIT count overlooks recently homeless individuals who are staying in supportive housing.33 As such, the total number of homeless people in the United States may be well over 1 million.34 This number was also taken pre-pandemic, before the economic crises hit and many suffered unexpected losses.35 With initial lockdowns in place in hopes of limiting the spread of the virus, unemployment rates soared higher in three months of the first year of COVID-19 than it did in two full years of the Great Recession from 2007–2009.36 De-

35. Id.
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spite government aid through the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan and unemployment, much of the United States workforce suddenly found themselves out of work.\textsuperscript{37} Columbia University professor Dr. Brendan O’Flaherty found that mass unemployment induced from COVID-19 could cause homelessness in the United States to grow as much as 45% in a single year.\textsuperscript{38} Over a year since the pandemic began, the impact of COVID-19 on the homelessness rates is unclear as government agencies continually set this population on the backburner.\textsuperscript{39}

If these estimations are even remotely true, the world will continue to face physical and economic struggles in the coming years. When COVID-19 cases first began appearing in the United States, some of the first products to disappear from the store shelves were hand sanitizers, cleaning wipes, and toilet paper.\textsuperscript{40} Unsure about how to protect themselves from the virus or how long lockdowns would last, people purchased these types of products in hordes, forcing the stores to set customer limits on such items.\textsuperscript{41} Meanwhile, resources such as public bathrooms that are heavily utilized by those experiencing homelessness were shut down or closed.\textsuperscript{42} These closures all over the nation mean that there were few options to practice basic sanitation measures. In the middle of a global health pandemic, this lack of resources is a nightmare.


\textsuperscript{38} See Analysis on Unemployment Projects 40–45% Increase in Homelessness This Year, CMTY. SOLS. (May 11, 2020) https://community.solutions/analysis-on-unemployment-projects-40-45-increase-in-homelessness-this-year/ [https://perma.cc/3AKK-ECUN].
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B. Improving Legal Frameworks Is Required to Address the Physical and Mental Challenges in the Homeless Population

Homelessness is associated with several harmful stereotypes and stigmas: alcoholism, drug addiction, violence, and mental illness. Although persons can experience homelessness for any variety of reasons that is in no way correlated to their mental or physical states or capabilities, it is rarely discussed that those who are experiencing homelessness often experience unique physical and mental hurdles. Research shows that numerous physical health problems may result from or are commonly associated with homelessness, including malnutrition; parasitic infestations; dental and periodontal disease; degenerative joint diseases; venereal diseases; hepatitis cirrhosis secondary to alcoholism; and infectious hepatitis related to intravenous (IV) drug abuse. However, these struggles are also exacerbated by the fact that healthcare is significantly less readily attainable for those experiencing homelessness.

For example, diabetes is a condition that impacts nearly 35 million Americans but is treatable and manageable. For most people, daily insulin injections or monitoring their diet is enough to continue to live a healthy lifestyle in spite of their diagnosis. However, for a homeless person, diabetes treatment is virtually impossible—some types of insulin require refrigeration, syringes can be stolen, and diets are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to be controlled. Thus, we see that conditions that are easily treatable by our modern health system can in fact have much more drastic repercussions if the patient is experiencing homelessness at the same time.
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Lack of appropriate housing not only contributes to physical health but can also have real and tangible mental health impacts as well. Certain experiences are unique to urban homelessness, including crowding, pollution noise, inadequate lighting, and lack of access to green spaces. These and other environmental factors associated with slums can exacerbate mental health disorders, including depression, anxiety, violence, and other forms of social dysfunction. Individuals with low incomes are disproportionately likely to suffer from poor mental health, and depression and stress are known to weaken immune systems. In a pandemic, these pre-existing high levels of risk create a crisis within a crisis. The pandemic has caused a negative impact on mental health in about 50% of the U.S. population. While statistics on the homeless population remain uncollected, it is a fair presumption that this heightened risk group has suffered just as greatly, if not more.

C. Homeless Populations as COVID-19 “Superspreaders” Create Urgency and Prospect of Legal Battles Over Encampments

When the pandemic first hit the United States, the CDC issued guidelines to cities that stated, unless there were available housing units, “do not clear encampments [where persons experiencing homelessness are residing] during community spread of COVID-19. Clearing encampments can cause people to disperse throughout the community,” which “increases the potential for disease spread.” However, cities across the nation continued to conduct sweeps of these encampments in which those residing in the space were forced to move out immediately. This forcible move can be traumatic for people who are already living on the edge as they often lose their belongings.


52. Id.
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and contact with outreach workers who provide them with access to basic resources.\textsuperscript{57}

The problems between the spread of the virus and those who are experiencing homelessness are highly complex and nuanced. An individual is more susceptible to being homeless with the spread of COVID-19 due to sudden lack of income or unemployment, but potential exposure to COVID-19 may also negatively impact their ability to be housed, as well as their mental and physical health.\textsuperscript{58} Since the homeless also lack access to appropriate healthcare, as discussed earlier, a COVID-19 diagnosis could impact them much more severely than the average sheltered American.\textsuperscript{59}

Many people experiencing homelessness live in congregate living settings and may not have consistent access to basic hygiene supplies or showering facilities, all of which could foster virus transmission.\textsuperscript{60} These settings may be formal or informal—shelters, halfway houses, encampments, and abandoned buildings—and can make it a challenge to find the appropriate and necessary hygiene resources.\textsuperscript{61} Those who are younger than 65 years of age and are experiencing homelessness have a mortality rate that is 5–10 times higher than that of the general American population.\textsuperscript{62} A COVID-19 diagnosis could further increase this disparity in mortality because of the enhanced risk of suffering a more severe case of coronavirus than a non-homeless individual.\textsuperscript{63}

San Francisco, California has one of the largest homeless populations in the United States.\textsuperscript{64} There were 8,035 homeless individuals counted in the city’s 2019 PIT street and shelter count, an increase of more than 14% from

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{59} See Homelessness in America, supra note 44.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Tsai & Wilson, supra note 58.
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\end{itemize}
the previous 2017 count.65 Unfortunately, after COVID-19 cases broke out in San Francisco’s largest homeless shelter, 67% of residents and 17% of staff tested positive for SARS-CoV-2.66 The shelter offered three floors of beds, all located 1.5–3 feet apart, putting them outside of the CDC’s recommended six feet of separation for social distancing.67 Six days after the first residents tested positive for COVID-19, the shelter was shut down and testing continued.68 This outbreak demonstrates the extremely high risk of COVID-19 transmission in homeless shelters, as well as reinforcing the risks of congregate living and highly populated shelters without capacity for social distancing.69 Persons with stable housing will be able to adhere to stay-at-home orders far more comfortably in terms of physical safety than those who are experiencing homelessness, for whom social distancing is nearly impossible.70

III. VACCINE ACCESS: WHO GETS IT AND WHEN?
PRIORITIZATION OF ACCESS TO COVID-19 VACCINATIONS

Now that vaccines are being distributed, it is critical for the distribution to meet moral and ethical expectations as well as advancing global health and safety.71 The CDC has identified certain populations as being at higher risk than others for COVID-19 infection, which some believe should be the order in which people ought to be vaccinated.72 In determining the order of vaccine distribution plans, the vulnerable populations of elderly people with pre-existing conditions and healthcare workers who are on the front lines fighting


68. Imbert et al., supra note 66.
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71. Katie Pearce, Distributing a COVID-19 Vaccine Raises Complex Ethical Issues, JOHN HOPKINS UNIV. (July 1, 2020), https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/07/01/covid-vaccine-ethics-faden/.

This disease are prioritized, but homeless people should also be considered.\textsuperscript{73} This is a vulnerable population due to insufficient housing; lack of reliable basic hygiene supplies; greater risk to physical health conditions; and propensity for depression and stress, both of which can lower the body’s immune system.\textsuperscript{74} Additionally, science shows that they are at a greater risk of COVID-19 and they lack access to appropriate health care.\textsuperscript{75} Thus, people experiencing homelessness should be recognized as a group that must have quick access to the vaccine, regardless of negative social perceptions. But this has not been the case, and the homeless population is either not included in vaccination schemes or will be one of the last to receive them.\textsuperscript{76}

New York was one of the first American cities to become a hotspot for COVID-19 in March 2020.\textsuperscript{77} During some of the worst times, frontline healthcare workers were offered ridiculous items to wear during their hospital shifts, including New York Yankees’ souvenir rain ponchos and garbage bags.\textsuperscript{78} Human lives were on the line, and the resources to protect the workers as well as other patients were frighteningly scarce.\textsuperscript{79} A study by the CDC found that there were 9,000 healthcare workers that had been infected by the coronavirus only a few months after the first diagnosed cases in the United States.\textsuperscript{80} Unfortunately, the lack of PPE likely contributed to the cases of
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healthcare workers, as being exposed to ill patients while still not adequately protected put them at enhanced risk of contracting the virus.\footnote{Id.}

As COVID-19 quickly began spreading to other states, there was still a shortage of supply of key items to treat the virus, including ventilators.\footnote{Young-Jin Kim, ‘We’re Going to Be There for You’: Cuomo Says NY Ready to Send 400 Ventilators to Massachusetts, NBC 10 BOSTON (Apr. 19, 2020, 2:59 PM), https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/were-going-to-be-there-for-you-cuomo-says-ny-ready-to-send-400-ventilators-to-massachusetts/2110216/ [https://perma.cc/R3LU-8AG6].} New York Governor Andrew Cuomo was able to secure ventilators for his state while they were struggling in their peak, but then offered to share the equipment with Massachusetts if needed.\footnote{Id.} The vaccination distribution plan must go beyond a simple question of which population receives the vaccine first, but also involve the complexities of which countries have access to the vaccination as well as who the responsible party is for the manner in which it is distributed.\footnote{Pearce, supra note 71.}

A. Wealthy Countries Disproportionately Monopolize Vaccines

In the race to vaccine development, India and South Africa put forward a proposal to replace the competition-driven approach with a cooperative and collaborative style.\footnote{Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Waiver From Certain Provisions of the TRIPS Agreement for the Prevention, Containment and Treatment of COVID-19, WTO Doc. IP/C/W/669 (Oct. 2, 2020), https://docs.wto.org/dol2fe/Pages/SS/directdoc.aspx?filename=Q:/IP/C/W669.pdf&Open=true.} The countries requested the World Trade Organization (WTO) members “work together to ensure intellectual property rights . . . [and the] protection of undisclosed information do[es] not create barriers to the timely access to affordable medical products including vaccines and medicines or to scaling-up of research, development, manufacturing and supply of medical products essential to combat COVID-19.”\footnote{Id. (alterations in original).}

When vaccines were still being developed, a study by Oxfam International analyzed the deals that pharmaceutical corporations and vaccine producers have already struck with nations and discovered that wealthy nations representing only 13% of the world’s populations have already cornered 51% of the promised doses of leading COVID-19 vaccine candidates.\footnote{Kai Tabacek, Small Group of Rich Nations Have Bought Up More Than Half the Future Supply of Leading COVID-19 Vaccine Contenders, OXFAM INT’L (Sept. 17, 2020), https://www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/small-group-rich-nations-have-bought-more-half-future-supply-leading-covid-19.} This type
of disproportionate monopolization should be alarming—before a reliable vaccine was created, more than half of the hypothetical supply had already been claimed.  

Hoardings the vaccines has only led to waste; an estimated 50% of all COVID-19 vaccines are discarded. Because of these nationalistic and imperialistic actions seen from both G7 nations and Big Pharma, global vaccination will not be achieved until 2078. Sixty years is an unacceptable timeframe, reflecting a failure of democratic systems to properly maintain the health of the nations. Political systems have become so deferential to corporate power and profit, the dire need of international cooperation has been tragically set aside.

Sharing the coronavirus vaccine presents the perfect opportunity to bolster relationships between countries and create long-term goodwill. In October 2020, Germany pledged to include Israel in Europe’s deal for a vaccination, in alignment with Germany’s “special relationship” with Israel as a response to the Holocaust. Although COVID-19 has wreaked havoc around the world, countries’ first responses leading up to the development of a vaccine appeared to focus more on personal relationships rather than regarding the pandemic and subsequent vaccine distribution as an international human rights issue.

Countries continued to work cooperatively and joined an international coalition known as COVAX to find and distribute a COVID-19 vaccine. The WHO has warned strongly against “vaccine nationalism” and cautioned wealthier countries that if they choose to keep treatments to themselves then

88. See id.
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94. Id.

95. See id.; see also Waiver From Certain Provisions of the TRIPS Agreement for the Prevention, Containment and Treatment of COVID-19, supra note 85.


The chief of WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has stated: “[f]or the world to recover faster, it has to recover together, because it’s a globalized world: the economies are intertwined. Part of the world or a few countries cannot be a safe haven and recover.”\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Still, the actions and statements of several world countries acting in their own self-interests seem to indicate that a widespread and equitable distribution of the vaccine may be more easily said than done.\footnote{\textit{See Tabacek, supra note 87.}}

The WHO, Gavi – the Vaccine Alliance, and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations are together pooling resources and negotiating its own deals with pharmaceutical companies through the COVAX facility in an effort to help low- and middle-income countries access vaccines.\footnote{Bruno Stagno Ugarte, \textit{Protecting the Profits of a Few Could Prevent Vaccine Access for All}, HUM. RTS. WATCH (Oct. 15, 2020, 9:45 AM), https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/10/15/protecting-profits-few-could-prevent-vaccine-access-all [https://perma.cc/9RG5-RB3U].} However, it still fails to challenge hoarding by its own financial participants because it does not commit to pooling and sharing of intellectual property or requiring pricing transparency.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} As such, any vaccine developed by these efforts may still not be within the realm of affordability to many parts of the world.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Much of the globe will still be forced to continue waiting for a vaccine as the wealthier power players of the world horde the cure for COVID-19.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} However, countries’ choices to avoid cooperative efforts may also result in their facing other potential repercussions between other countries as they face serious fall-out from other nations who have not been included in the “vaccine nationalism” plans.\footnote{\textit{See Farrer, supra note 97.}}
B. Inattention to Homeless Populations During COVID-19 Will Increase Fatalities and Produce Harsh Economic Results

The United States started distributing the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccinations in December 2021. However, this move will not be the immediate resolution to all disasters created by and related to the coronavirus. The CARES Act (the Act), passed in the early months of the pandemic, quickly dried up and studies have found that poverty escalated to levels higher than even before the pandemic. One must also consider that as poverty rates increase, so also does risk of exposure to COVID-19. Columbia University research found that in April and May 2020, the Act was successful in offsetting the potential poverty-fueled increases, but failed to succeed in preventing a rise in deep poverty—understood as having a monthly income lower than half the monthly poverty threshold. Beyond this, the Act’s stimulus checks and unemployment benefits lifted more than 18 million people out of poverty in early 2020, but this number later fell to around 4 million after the $600 per week unemployment supplement of the Act expired. The study also correlated to other projections that high unemployment rates may persist in the coming years, and found that additional income transfers are likely to be necessary to blunt even further poverty increases. If this does come to fruition, the economic ramification on the U.S. economy will be necessary to plan for in the coming months and years.

The entire planet is facing economic risk through the pandemic; the World Bank suggested that COVID-19 will plunge the global economy into


107. Id.


110. Id.

111. See id.
its worst recession since World War II.\footnote{See COVID-19 to Plunge Global Economy into Worst Recession Since World War II, \textit{WORLD BANK} (June 8, 2020), https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/06/08/covid-19-to-plunge-global-economy-into-worst-recession-since-world-war-ii.} This crisis is one that we have been told we are all in together, but when it comes to a vaccine, the acts of neighborliness seem to fade. Before vaccines were available, Canada and the United States both pre-purchased vaccines totaling nearly 1 billion doses.\footnote{See David Moscrop, \textit{Opinion: Canada Is Trying to Secure Millions of Covid-19 Vaccine Doses. It Should Share}, \textit{WASH. POST} (Oct. 15, 2020, 2:13 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/10/15/canada-vaccine-nationalism/ [https://perma.cc/FM6R-BBYW]; see also Ivan Couronne, \textit{Pre-Orders of COVID-19 Vaccine Top Five Billion}, \textit{MED. XPRESS} (Aug. 11, 2020), https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-08-pre-orders-covid-vaccine-billion.html [https://perma.cc/5ESY-98XK].} While each country does have an obligation to protect its own citizens, is there not also a human right obligation to contribute to a global effort to protect those who are less fortunate? Some believe there is, saying “the dictates of justice and equity demand that the governments of the world work together to reduce harm, save lives, and end the pandemic.”\footnote{Moscrop, \textit{supra} note 113.} Former Nobel Prize winners Muhammad Yunus and José Ramos-Horta echo this sentiment: “for the rich world, we would say that this proposed act of human solidarity to ensure that medicines and vaccines get to the whole human family simultaneously is in their own self-interest, not just an act of charity.”\footnote{See China Daily, \textit{Nobel Peace Prize Winners Call for Global Cooperation on Vaccine}, \textit{CHINA GLOB. TELEVISION NETWORK} (Oct. 16, 2020), https://news-sus.cgtvn.com/news/2020-10-16/Nobel-Peace-Prize-winners-call-for-global-cooperation-on-vaccine-UCrjNrH42Y/index.html [https://perma.cc/G6SV-U3Y9].} These pleas for solidarity, compassion, and global cooperation sound like where we ought to be in light of modern healthcare and economic capacities. However, vaccine distribution plans remain complex tangled webs with major economic, international, and ethical elements.\footnote{See Study Shows Vaccine Nationalism Could Cost Rich Countries US $4.5 Trillion, \textit{INT’L CHAMBER COM.} (Jan. 25, 2021), https://iccwbo.org/media-wall/news-speeches/study-shows-vaccine-nationalism-could-cost-rich-countries-us4-5-trillion/.} As every country strives to lift itself out of the economic downfall that has resulted from COVID-19, many have suggested that a cooperative approach to vaccination distribution could be the key to recovery.\footnote{See David Brancaccio et al., \textit{The Potential for Global Cooperation When It Comes to COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution}, \textit{MARKETPLACE} (Sept. 24, 2020), https://www.marketplace.org/2020/09/14/covid-19-vaccine-distribution-governments-fareed-zakaria/; David Lawder & Rodrigo Campos, \textit{Vaccine Cooper-}}
tional Monetary Fund Managing Director, Kristalina Georgieva, emphasized the need for even vaccine distribution in both developing countries and wealthy nations in order to boost confidence in travel, investment, trade and other activities: “if we make fast progress everywhere, we could speed up the recovery. And we can add almost $9 trillion to global income by 2025, and that in turn could help narrow the income gap between richer and poorer nations.” If true, vaccine distribution done equitably could have tremendous universal benefits in only a few short years by saving jobs and lives from the virus and accelerating the overall speed of recovery.

C. Vaccine Distribution: Transcending Politics and Mitigating Loss

Regardless of whether vaccine nationalism takes over or the WHO and COVAX alliances’ cooperative efforts persist, people will eventually receive treatments. If access comes through COVAX and is distributed in a country that may not be as economically stable as others, then there may be potential issues when it comes to financial coverage as a result of side effects from COVID-19 vaccines or the access itself. In the United States, the vaccines are provided to anyone living in the country free of charge. However, no vaccination is 100% effective, and although proven to be safe by numerous studies and research, there can still be unexpected negative side effects. If these adverse effects occur, someone must be fiscally responsible. Or, if a person is forced to wait for COVID-19 vaccinations for any myriad of rea-
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sons, falls ill, and dies, it may be more than simply an unfortunate and tragic death during a pandemic. 124

First responders and hospital staff are some of the most exposed populations, forced to interact almost daily with others who may or may not be taking appropriate coronavirus precautions by practicing social distancing or mask wearing. 125 Research verifies that it is possible to become infected with COVID-19 more than once, thus all front-line workers remain susceptible regardless of whether they have had the virus in the past or not. 126 If a first responder pulls a mask-less individual from a car accident, and later tests positive with verification that the infection was from this incident, then this happened on the job. 127 If the first responder is stricken with coronavirus and later dies, then this is an on the job death. 128 When it is a death on the job, the resulting payout is substantial. 129 The city budgets will then be responsible for making the appropriate financial compensations to the surviving family members; but during COVID-19 when cases are spreading at an unprecedented rate, the costs of payout may be too great for the city to sustain. 130 Thus, an organized vaccination scheme is of paramount importance not only for people’s wellness but also for cities’ pocketbooks.


The lines blur when it comes to deciding state and federal involvement on this issue. The Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states: “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” If taken literally and with an originalist interpretation, then much, if not all, of the COVID-19 relief efforts ought to come from the states rather than the federal government. The CDC has issued recommendations and guidance for vaccine distribution among at-risk groups, including people experiencing homelessness. However, it is up to the individual states to decide how the state will distribution the vaccine. The results have been varied; some states have prioritized homeless shelters by including them in early phases of distribution, but others have not included them in the roll out plans at all.

IV. GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

Alongside states’ ability to control the distribution of vaccines comes the controversial power to force vaccinations and otherwise establish regulations that divide between vaccinated and unvaccinated persons. Dividing the population in two generally implicates anti-discrimination laws but are permissible under certain circumstances. Such regulations implicate serious constitutional questions and force courts to weigh the common good against individual liberties. In the case of communicable diseases, restraints on personal freedom rest upon maintaining the common good and preserving a safe environment for all. This section seeks to outline the legality of mask requirements, vaccine mandates, and vaccine passports in one fell swoop.

A. Mask Requirements

After over a year of agitated customers being ejected from stores and viral videos of airplane passengers being dragged off kicking and screaming, it is now settled that companies have the right and authority to maintain mask requirements to enter their property—even where states’ mask mandates
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have been lifted. This is because companies “can prescribe reasonable rules for employees . . . [a]nd if you have a business open to the public you can have non-discriminatory conditions for entry.”

A mask requirement is a logical extrapolation of no shoes, no shirt, no service. However, customers must be given fair notice; stores still must clearly indicate masks are required to enter the store. If a customer can reasonably see the sign but refuses to obey by it, they can be liable for criminal trespass. Depending on the state this can be a misdemeanor, requiring up to six months in prison, or only an infraction, consisting of a fine.

One approach customers take to challenge private mask mandates is through Title II and Title III disability claims. As a public accommodation, a business may not impose eligibility criteria that screen out persons with disabilities, although it may “impose legitimate safety requirements necessary for safe operation.” Even so, plaintiffs are finding success where private mask mandates do not allow for medical exemptions. Completely banning exemptions requires a “direct threat,” determined on a case-by-case basis, and even where that is satisfied alternate means of providing access must be available. Recent decisions that consider face shields as a reasonable alternative to masks, however, provide ammunition for private entities’ right to impose unilateral mask requirements. While the mask-wearing was once thought to be the crux of the COVID-19 spread, now getting the popu-
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lation vaccinated at a level to achieve herd immunity presents a new Goliath to conquer.

B. Vaccine Mandates

The state can implement its broad police power to enact reasonable laws to protect the public health and safety of its citizens—frequently invoked during public health emergencies. In such cases, the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause clashes with the state’s police power, derived from the Tenth Amendment, to act for the public health. While fundamental personal liberties are protected by the Constitution, these rights are not absolute and cannot furnish citizens with an absolute right to be free from all restraint. Justice Harlan famously opined “There are manifold restraints to which every person is necessarily subject for the common good. On any other basis organized society could not exist with safety to its members.”

The massive backlash on COVID-19 vaccinations makes an understanding of this legal landscape more important than ever; the following discussion is instructive on the legality of mandatory vaccinations and seeks to show how one’s desire to remain unvaccinated will rightfully result in being unable to participate in society as freely as those who are vaccinated. Simply put, there are times when individual rights must give way to protect the population as a whole.

States’ ability to mandate vaccinations is captured by *Jacobson v. Massachusetts*, a landmark Supreme Court case holding a law mandating smallpox vaccinations constitutional. *Jacobson* explained the principle that the Constitution reserves the police power to the states to implement “such reasonable regulations established directly by legislative enactment as will protect the public health and the public safety.” The broad police power is only unconstitutional where arbitrariness or extreme injustice under the particular facts can be shown—nearly impossible thresholds to meet in the context of highly contagious viruses like smallpox and COVID-19. The holding that compulsory vaccinations are well within the police power of the state has become the bedrock from which personal rights cases have grown, and even allows such authority to be delegated to a local body. Recently,
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in *South Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom*, Chief Justice Roberts reaffirmed the central tenants of *Jacobson*:

Our Constitution principally entrusts “[t]he safety and the health of the people” to the politically accountable officials of the States “to guard and protect.” When those officials “undertake to act in areas fraught with medical and scientific uncertainties,” their latitude “must be especially broad.” Where those broad limits are not exceeded, they should not be subject to second-guessing by an “unelected federal judiciary,” which lacks the background, competence, and expertise to assess public health and is not accountable to the people.155

To put *Jacobson* in context, the smallpox disease claimed around 300–500 million lives in the thousands of years during its spread.156 Left unchecked, COVID-19 would be on track to match smallpox and has already taken nearly four and a half million lives in little over a year.157 The two diseases share a number of similarities in transmission and harrowing lingering effects.158 Notably, wide use of the smallpox vaccine has nearly eradicated the virus and curbed the monumental loss of life.159

Mandatory vaccinations are in no way foreign; there are already a slew of vaccines that are required for children to attend school.160 For example, Texas requires tetanus, polio, measles, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, varicella, and many other vaccines prior to attending school.161 Although the smallpox fatality rate162 was far higher than that found in COVID-19, the Delta variant’s striking transmissibility and viral load could make the theoretical mandatory vaccination into a reality.163 COVID-19’s relatively modest mortality rate is unlikely to prevent it from being added to a state’s list of mandatory vaccin-
sufficient risk to an individual is not synonymous to sufficient risk to the community. Varicella, typically mild in children and accounts for around fifty deaths a year, is still placed on the list of mandated vaccinations. While some states have issued laws prohibiting a public vaccination mandate, the ability for the state to use its police power in this context is well-settled law.

In circumstances where the COVID-19 vaccine is mandated, challenges to mandatory vaccinations based on parental rights or First Amendment grounds are extremely unlikely to succeed. In 1944, *Prince v. Massachusetts* held that neither “rights of religion nor rights of parenthood are beyond limitation . . . [t]he right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to expose the community or the child to communicable disease or the latter to ill health or death.” Although forty-eight states have statutory religious exemptions to vaccine mandates, a vaccine mandate without such an exemption would certainly pass muster under current Supreme Court precedent. In a challenge under the free exercise clause of the First Amendment, *Employment Division, Department of Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith* established a standard that “the right of free exercise does not relieve an individual of the obligation to comply with a ‘valid and neutral law of general applicability on the ground that the law proscribes (or prescribes) conduct that his religion prescribes (or proscribes).’” It is reasonable to conclude, then, that there is no First Amendment free exercise right to an exemption from mandatory vaccination requirements. With most states having religious exemptions to mandatory vaccination laws, the question is raised whether such exemptions could stand against a federally mandated vaccine. For instance, the Mississippi Supreme Court found that a religious exemption to mandatory vaccination violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because it would “require the great body of
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school children to be vaccinated and at the same time expose them to the hazard of associating [with unvaccinated children].” 171 Finally, while sincerely held religious beliefs may provide parents with grounds on which to oppose government control of their children, 172 such permissible “moral, ethical, or religious principles” do not encompass concerns over “considerations of policy, pragmatism, or expediency.” 173 While it is an open question whether Welsh would equally apply to an Amish family resisting a vaccine, rather than state education, on religious grounds, concerns over the necessity or risk related to a vaccine will not constitute a sincerely held belief permitting religious exemption. Thus, the common refrains that “I don’t need the vaccine” or “the vaccine is too risky” hold no water as a matter of law.

C. Proof of Vaccination and Vaccine Passports

While such arguments are sure to make their way through courts over the upcoming months—over 500 colleges now require the COVID-19 vaccine to be enrolled on campus—their success will likely be limited. 174 Indiana University (IU) has already settled this matter in Klassen v. Trustees of Indiana University, holding that the school’s vaccination requirements are constitutional. 175 IU quickly faced litigation after releasing its vaccination policy requiring students and staff to upload their vaccination records or meet one of the few exemptions. 176 The consequences for non-compliance include expulsion, cancellation of classes, or termination from the university. 177 The rigorous requirements to gain exemption status have the effect of controlling the spread of COVID-19 and protecting the community, but provide another target for those who would challenge vaccine-related requirements. 178
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Acting under state authority, the IU Board of Trustees are endowed with the power to “set conditions and standards for admission that are in the ‘best interests of the state and the state educational institution’.”\textsuperscript{179} Outside of Indiana’s vaccination requirements to attend a public university, IU has its own policy to further manage infectious and communicable diseases.\textsuperscript{180} Regardless of state requirements, IU can take “reasonable measures to ensure the safety” of its populous during times of outbreaks at a community or global level.\textsuperscript{181}

Plaintiffs, admitted students at IU, hold the position that “an admitted IU student’s right to attend IU cannot be conditioned on the student waiving their rights to bodily integrity, bodily autonomy, and consent to medical treatment like IU has done here.”\textsuperscript{182} The plaintiffs’ objections to the vaccination or mask requirements are numerous and varied, ranging from frivolous claims such as “masks are silly and nasal swabs cause cancer,”\textsuperscript{183} to “deeply held” religious objections.\textsuperscript{184} In support of their position, the students emphasize their young age and lack of health factors that render them lower risk for severe complications.\textsuperscript{185}

The court heavily relied on statistics regarding the number of positive cases in the young adult age group and that 67.3\% of all cases came from the Delta variant.\textsuperscript{186} Considered fleetingly, risk to the specific age group was unpersuasive to the court when weighed against the common good.\textsuperscript{187} With Delta variant statistics, efficacy of available vaccines, education levels of the board members who made the decision, expert testimony, and strong rationale for the vaccination requirements considered, the court had little issue in concluding the mandate was a reasonable measure taken in the best interest of the university.\textsuperscript{188} Further, the numerous requirements for exempt students
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were not unreasonable nor discriminatory, as plaintiffs contended.\(^\text{189}\) Under the totality of the circumstances, the court found that IU still faces an “objectionable” and “serious threat” that is reasonably addressed by IU’s vaccination policy.\(^\text{190}\) The holding reached in \textit{Klaassen} will likely be echoed across the nation, as IU’s rigorous requirements were still considered to reasonably address the public health crisis at hand.

Taking a step back from the political climate surrounding COVID-19, requiring \textit{proof} of vaccination does not seem to be so controversial. Indeed, in 2021, the Southern District of New York upheld an emergency order issued during a measles outbreak requiring schools to “exclude from attendance” any students who could not show proof of vaccination.\(^\text{191}\) In deciding \textit{Rockland}, the court found that “county officials reasonably believed that the public was in immediate danger,” where there was an increased incidence of measles above the baseline level within the county, and measles was “highly contagious and could cause serious complications.”\(^\text{192}\) Indeed, because there was an “outbreak” at the time the orders were issued, New York law gave the county commissioner of health discretionary authority to order the challenged exclusion.\(^\text{193}\) In keeping with these principals, which apply equally well to the COVID-19 pandemic, New York officials have expressed support for vaccine passports to visit virtually any indoor space.\(^\text{194}\)

On the other hand, Indiana’s General Assembly recently enacted law that prohibits a vaccine passport, although it does not prohibit a vaccine requirement.\(^\text{195}\) Although states have struggled with vaccine mandates, companies have not.\(^\text{196}\) A growing number of U.S. companies, like Google, Facebook, Netflix, McDonalds, and more, all have vaccine mandates alongside mask requirements.\(^\text{197}\) Indeed, the challenge to mandatory vaccination and proof of vaccination (or, alternatively, a strict testing regimen to gain exemption) in \textit{Klaassen} was struck down with such strong legal precedent
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cited that it would be a shock to see the holding overturned. In short, while mandatory vaccinations (with or without exclusions) are almost sure to pass constitutional muster, vaccine passports seem to be on a beeline for consideration by the Supreme Court.

V. CONCLUSION

A little more than a year after the first emergence of the coronavirus, vaccines are being distributed. Meanwhile, people around the world continue aging and facing further economic difficulty, both of which put themselves at greater risk of serious infection. The current global population is aging at an unprecedented rate and as healthcare professionals predict COVID-19 will continue for the foreseeable future, it is more important than ever to ensure that adult immunization practices are occurring to limit the spread of the coronavirus. Research on behalf of the International Council on Adult Immunization states: “even if there is a successful vaccine, unless COVID-19 is eliminated, the need for immunization of older adults is expected to persist along with the importance of developing stronger platforms for other existing or new vaccines for older adults.” Herd immunity would stop COVID-19, and could come through a mass vaccination or uninhibited spread. Sweden enacted the herd immunity approach from the beginning of the pandemic and chose not to follow the lockdown/shelter in place approaches taken by countries like China, Italy, and the United Kingdom. Unfortunately, the country failed to achieve herd immunity and COVID-19
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cases are still spreading throughout Sweden after months of the pandemic. This demonstrates the paramount importance of a vaccine, though it still must not be treated as a complete resolution to the pandemic. Past pandemics echo the same conclusion and teach us the sobering effects of rejecting vaccinations. From 1985–1994, religious groups in opposition to the measles vaccine faced thirteen outbreaks, resulting in unnecessary deaths. COVID-19 has crippled the world in little over a year and there is a possibility that vaccine refusal, failure to cover forgotten populations, and countries hoarding available vaccines will add years, if not decades, onto its reign.

In light of the global and economic repercussions that may occur from vaccine distribution, intentional planning is needed. The common cliché phrase “he who has the gold, makes the rules” may be true for much of the modern world, but during a pandemic, one must also account for humanitarian, moral, and ethical obligations. As the concept of corporate social responsibility gains increasing support and awareness, there is no greater time than now to enact lasting legislation that commands adherence to said humanitarian, moral, and ethical responsibilities. Lives are on the line every day, and people will die from coronavirus at the current rate of politicization and vaccine nationalism. The economic and political implications of the virus is an impending topic that we must prepare for in the wake of vaccinations.

There may well be disparate treatment by country, as seen through immigration policies around the world. Some countries will agree to cooperate and take collectivistic approaches to vaccine development, and some will forge their own paths. The early days of the pandemic and failure to provide global access to masks and other necessary PPE equipment evidenced a repetition of class preference when it comes to distribution of a vaccine. How-
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ever, this pandemic has revealed more than ever how critical and beneficial cooperation can be, even on a state level.\footnote{210}

There are certain obligations we must all fulfill as global citizens and part of a greater collective humanity.\footnote{211} During a global health crisis, the stakes are higher than ever. The at-risk American populations have been identified, and now is the time to enact protocol to protect them.\footnote{212} It is no longer a matter of \textit{if} a vaccine is created, but rather \textit{who} receives access first and who will reject it. The Delta variant presents a threat of a new lockdown, but economically, people cannot last 1–2 years in lockdown.\footnote{213} In particular, those experiencing homelessness cannot wait 1–2 years before they will receive protection from the virus.\footnote{214} For these people, it has taken even longer due to their “invisible” status within the U.S. population.\footnote{215} There is no one to advocate for them, regardless of their high-risk lifestyle.

The way COVID-19 can spread rapidly with immense destruction amongst the homeless population is a looming crisis that demands immediate attention. They are one of the largest and most uncontrollable super-spreader populations because their life circumstances do not provide them the ability to adhere to standard American procedures for curbing the spread of coronavirus.\footnote{216} The government has ordered individuals to stay at home, to
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not go out, and wear a mask. This population may not have a home to stay at, some live outside, and many are unable to afford adequate face coverings. The disease will thus run rampant, utterly uninhibited as seen in the San Francisco homeless shelter. This outcome is horrifying and unacceptable; it demands that adjustments be made to protect the millions of homeless at risk in the United States. When considering that the number of homeless has been projected to increase through 2021 and COVID-19 cases continually rise, our eyes must be opened to the urgent crisis that encompasses us all.

It is evident that time is of the essence when it comes to providing vaccines to at-risk populations, while at the same time appreciating risks and adverse side effects that could consume wide proportions of the population. A vaccination must be distributed equitably, without regard to socioeconomic status. This is being partially accomplished by providing the vaccines at no cost. Paul Mango, the deputy chief of staff for policy at HHS said: “this is very consistent with our overarching objective, which is to protect the most vulnerable Americans from COVID.” He is unquestionably correct: we must protect the most vulnerable Americans from the virus.

The legal framework for COVID-19 vaccine considerations must include prioritizing vaccine access for those who are at-risk, especially in the face of the highly contagious Delta variant that is causing a surge in cases and deaths. Homeless populations have a well-documented history of being at greater risk of the virus due to lack of safe housing and high prevalence of external risk factors in health conditions, economics, and lifestyles. Persons who are at-risk need COVID-19 vaccination as they are proving to be at greater risk of the Delta variant, and states must include them in their prompt
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distribution plans for COVID-19 vaccinations in a way that is humane, affordable, safe, and equitable. Alongside this notion comes the need of herd immunity, achieved through vaccinations and compliance with mask requirements. Although it is in question as to whether states will mandate vaccines, companies have implemented measures, supported by decades of caselaw. Too numerous are the humanitarian, social, international, and economic factors that are present with COVID-19, but humanity cannot lose sight of our obligation and opportunity to help others.